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Abstract—With the ever-increasing advancement of mobile
device technology and their pervasive usage, users expect to
run their applications on mobile devices and get the same
performance as if they used to run their applications on pow-
erful non-mobile computers. There is a challenge though in
that mobile devices deliver lower performance than traditional
less-constrained and non-mobile computers because they are
constrained by weight, size, and mobility in spite of all their
advancements in recent years. One of the most common solutions
that has ameliorated this performance disparity is cyber foraging,
wherein nearby non-mobile computers called surrogates are
utilized to run the whole or parts of applications on behalf
of mobile devices. In this paper, we present a survey of cyber
foraging as a solution to resolve the challenges of computing on
resource-constrained mobile devices. We also explain the most
notable cyber foraging systems and present a categorization
of existing cyber foraging approaches considering their type of
dynamicity, granularity, metrics used, surrogate types and scale,
location of their decision maker unit, remoteness of execution,
migration support, and their overheads.

Index Terms—Cyber Foraging, Mobile Devices, Resource-
Constrained Computing, Taxonomy.

I. INTRODUCTION

NOWADAYS, mobile devices are very popular. On a
planet with around 6.8 billion people, the number of

people with cell phone subscriptions worldwide has reached
4.6 billion at the end of 2009 and is expected to reach five
billion by the end of 2010 [1]. People all over the world are
increasingly using their cell phones for daily tasks such as
Internet banking, emailing, and emergencies such as viewing
online traffic map or using routing applications to find the
best next course or connecting to a medical information
system to take a prescription urgently [2]. In this paper, by
mobile device, we refer to pocket-sized handheld computing
devices such as PDAs and Tablets with Wi-Fi connection, as
well as to Smartphones that in addition to Wi-Fi connection
are equipped with mobile broadband network technologies
such as GPRS, EDGE, 3G, 4G, EV-DO, LTE and WiMAX.

With mobile computing and wireless Internet, the dream of
accessing information anywhere and anytime is getting closer
to reality [3]. However, mobile devices are always resource
poor. At any level of cost and technology, considerations such
as weight, size, battery life, ergonomics, and heat dissipation
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impose severe restrictions on computational resources such as
processor speed, memory size and disk capacity [4]. Although
mobile device technology is evolving but mobile devices
always remain more resource constrained than traditional
non-mobile computers [4], [5].

On the other hand, new applications running on mobile
devices in recent years have attracted users to use and benefit
from mobile devices. Examples of these applications include
natural language translators [6], [7], speech recognizers
[6]–[9], optical character recognizers [6], image processors
[10]–[12], games with high computing, capture, edit, annotate
and upload videos [13], and a useful application that helps
Alzheimer people in their daily life by providing them with
a wearable device with a head-up display in the form of
eyeglasses, a camera for scene capture and earphones [4].
Unfortunately, these applications require higher computing
power, memory, and battery lifetime than is available on
resource constrained mobile devices. They also require faster
responses than is currently supported on mobile devices.

Several approaches have proposed to empower the resource
shortage of mobile devices. One approach is to rewrite
applications anew for resource-constrained mobile devices.
This approach is very expensive and can lead to ad-hoc
applications [14], [15]. Two other approaches [15]–[20] have
dealt with the problem of resource consumption, especially
to increase battery lifetime.

The first approach addresses the issue from supply side (1)
by manufacturing of more powerful resources (e.g. batteries
with higher lifetime) while preserving their lightweight and
small size [20] and (2) by replenishing a battery’s energy by
external actions such as human movement [15], [20] or by
taking advantage of available energy resources such as solar
power [16], [20]. Unfortunately, neither of these alternatives
has remedied the resource consumption problem of resources
noticeably. For example, in the battery lifetime prolonging
case, the energy densities of batteries are already very high
[15] and other alternatives though attractive have not been
widely applicable and used yet.

The second approach tries to reduce the amount of required
resources [15], [16]. The most favorable techniques in this
approach include: (1) hardware and software management
techniques, (2) fidelity adaptation [17], and (3) cyber foraging
[19]. The hardware and software management techniques
include techniques such as dynamic voltage frequency scaling
[18] or similar ways to improve hardware power efficiency,
or developing and deploying resource-aware software.
Fidelity adaptation manages the trade-off between resource
consumption and application quality where by fidelity we
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mean ”an application-specific metric of quality that one can
adjust by modifying the application’s runtime parameters”
[16]. Although the fidelity adaptation technique decreases
the quality of results, it enables the execution of applications
when there are no other solutions to run them in standard
mode. Cyber foraging is beneficial when there are some idle
stationary computers nearby mobile devices all connected
via a wireless network such that the tasks of mobile devices
can be offloaded to nearby surrogates to ameliorate resource
poverty of mobile devices.

In this paper, we focus on the cyber foraging technique
in the second approach. In what follows, Section II presents
an overall view of different cyber foraging techniques.
Section III presents the most effective metrics in cyber
foraging techniques. Section IV presents and discusses the
most popular available cyber foraging techniques. Section V
presents our proposed taxonomy of cyber foraging techniques
and Section VI concludes the paper.

II. CYBER FORAGING

The term ”cyber foraging” was first introduced by Satya-
narayanan [19] to augment the computing resources of a wire-
less mobile device by exploiting available static computers,
although similar offloading approaches to decrease the energy
consumption of mobile devices had been proposed earlier by
researchers such as Othrnan et al. [21]. Cyber foraging is
the discovery of static idle computers called surrogates in
the vicinity of a mobile device and entrusting some of the
tasks of the mobile device to them [19]. As computers become
cheaper and more plentiful, cyber foraging approaches become
more reasonable to employ in pervasive computing [6], [7],
[9], [14], [22]–[25], Grid computing [5], [26]–[28], and cluster
computing [29].

In recent years, Cloud computing has also been used for
some cyber foraging scenarios too [13], [30]–[38]. Although
mobile devices can considerably benefit from offloading their
tasks to computational Clouds, but there are some unresolved
challenges in employing computational Clouds as surrogates
for cyber foraging. There is no guarantee of availability of sur-
rogates and application service level in computational Clouds
[38]. Generally, users must pay for the Cloud services [23],
[38]. To use Cloud services, mobile devices must be connected
implying that applications become inaccessible when mobile
devices are offline [35]. In addition, the use of 3G as the
default connectivity solution for mobile devices, despite all
improvements in broadband technologies, is still outperformed
by WLAN in both energy consumption and network band-
width and latency [36], [37], [39]. The lower bandwidth and
the higher latency of 3G compared to WLAN are not solely
due to the characteristics of these technologies. The disparity
is attributed more to the transmission media they use. In 3G
or other mobile broadband technologies, data is transmitted
through the Internet in non-dedicated channels with higher
communication latencies than in more dedicated channels of
LANs that are mostly used by WLANs. Nevertheless, there
is no substantial difference between Wi-Fi and 3G when data
must be transmitted through the Internet [36], [37].

Anyhow, in some scenarios such as when there is no
surrogate in the vicinity of mobile devices, the employment of
cyber foraging in computational Clouds would be useful [4],
[9], [40].

A. Cyber Foraging Qualification

Cyber foraging combines the mobility of small devices with
high computing capability and extensive resources of nearby
static servers by offloading the tasks of mobile devices to
surrogates for remote execution [7]. Nevertheless, there is a
challenge. Is offloading reasonable in all situations?

If enough resources (memory, energy, or storage) are not
available on mobile devices to run a program, a decision must
be made to offload or not to offload the program to nearby
surrogates, based on the availability of resources on surrogates
and the amount of resources required for offloading.

Let us consider TM as the time of running a program on a
mobile device and TS as the time of running the program on
a surrogate. Let us further assume that the offloading requires
transmission of DT bytes of data and code, and receipt of DR

bytes of result; BT is the network’s transmission bandwidth
and BR is the network’s receive bandwidth. We can define
Toffload = DT /BT +DR/BR + TS as the offloading time.
It is obvious that the offloading is effective only when TM

is bigger than Toffload. Therefore, as usually TM � TS , the
computation part of program must be significantly larger than
its communication part. This implies that when one uses cyber
foraging to improve response time or energy consumption, the
offloading mechanism would be more effective for applica-
tions requiring more computation than communication such
as chess game and generation of very large prime numbers.

The goal of cyber foraging is to decrease the total response
time (cost) of a program, not a part of it. For example, suppose
running a compute intensive program on a mobile device with
a large amount of data such as looking for the most similar
picture to a given picture. Computation on the surrogate takes
lower time, but on the other hand, the offloading of data takes
a lot of time depending on the network type and distance
between the surrogate and the mobile device. We illustrate a
simple flowchart of cyber foraging qualification in Figure 1.

Therefore, we can conclude that large tasks requiring higher
execution times make offloading more effective because the
benefits of computation on a more powerful and faster sur-
rogate outweigh the cost of communication. However, the
constraints on mobile devices are due to the portability and
mobility of such devices. The portability of mobile devices
restricts the size of tasks [23], [41]. If a task is too large
to complete its execution before leaving the area in the
networking coverage of a surrogate, offloading is almost use-
less or complex and time-consuming solutions such as check
pointing and process migration must be used, too. Therefore,
a suitable offloading approach must specially consider the
mobility nature of mobile devices and manage a trade-off
between mobility and task size.

B. Cyber Foraging Steps

We summarize the steps of a cyber foraging approach as
follows. It must be noted that all of the researches and works in
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Fig. 1. A sample flow of running an application on a mobile device

cyber foraging and task offloading may not contain or address
all of the following steps.

• Surrogate Discovery. To do cyber foraging, available
idle surrogates must be found first. Some researches [14],
[42]–[44] have addressed surrogate discovery.

• Context Gathering. Monitoring of available resources in
surrogates and mobile devices and estimating application
resource consumptions, defied as context gathering, are
considered in some cyber foraging systems [6], [7], [23].

• Partitioning. In this step, a task is divided into smaller
size subtasks, and undividable i.e. unmovable parts are
specified. Some researches [30], [45] do the partitioning
automatically.

• Scheduling. The most important step is making decision
to place each task at the surrogate(s) most capable of
performing it, based on the context information and the
cost of doing so. Many researches [6], [7], [14], [21],
[26], [38], [46]–[48] have considered this step.

• Remote Execution Control. The final step involves the
establishment of a reliable connection to surrogate to pass
its required information, remote execution, and the receipt
of returned results. Various researches [4], [7], [9], [11],
[23], [42], [49] have considered remote execution control.

III. METRICS OF CYBER FORAGING

In this section, we review the most effective metrics that can
be used to decide whether to offload a program from a mobile
device to one or more surrogates or not. We have categorized
the cyber foraging metrics (Figure 2) into four groups namely:
mobile and surrogate specifications, application specifications,
network specifications, and context specifications that are
discussed in follow.

A. Mobile and Surrogate Specifications

Different computers have different processor types, speeds,
memory capacities, or storage sizes. If a mobile device does
not have enough memory or storage to run a program, or its

processor speed is too low and running the program takes
too long, cyber foraging becomes a reasonable choice. In
computational Clouds, the cost of surrogating is an important
metric [50]. The cost of surrogating is measured in terms of
processor cycles, memory size, storage size, communication
traffic rate, input data size, and execution time of the chosen
surrogate [35].

One of the most important reasons to offload a task is
to reduce the energy consumption. The amount of usage of
processor cycles, memory and storage for computation and
communication with outer world via I/O devices, are the
metrics that affect the energy consumption.

B. Application Specifications

Applications can be processor intensive, memory intensive, or
I/O intensive [51]. As noted in Section II, cyber foraging is
more useful to processor intensive applications; irrespective
of mobility, higher rates of execution time scale for more
offloading. Therefore, an effective metric for cyber foraging
of applications is the intensity of computations and long
execution times.

There may be some exceptions to offloading. It is prob-
able that some parts of applications are not transferable to
surrogates. These include codes that run local services such
as user interfaces, codes that interact with I/O devices [21],
[31], [47], codes that interact with external components that
might be affected by re-execution [31], native methods of a
language with different implementations on different platforms
[14], parts that directly access device-specific information
[47], tasks that need local resources to run [21], and compo-
nents whose execution locations depend on other parts [52].
Therefore, the nature of an application is another important
metric that determines which (parts of) applications can be
offloaded and remotely executed.
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Fig. 2. Important metrics influencing the offloading decision

C. Network Specifications

According to the geographical scope and distance of connected
nodes, computer networks are categorized as LAN, MAN
or WAN networks [37]. Cyber foraging usually uses the
LAN type of networks except in the computational Cloud,
which uses the Internet [4], [31]. LAN networks could be
wired or wireless, but due to the mobility of mobile device,
wireless networks are the only available option for mobile
devices. Different types of wireless networks such as 3G,
Wi-Fi, and WiMAX have different features and bandwidths.
In addition, surrogates can connect via any type of network.
Therefore, type, specification, bandwidth, and authentication
type of every network is an effective metric for selecting an
appropriate communication media between mobile devices and
surrogates.

D. Context Specifications

Due to the mobility of mobile device, decisions on offloading
of tasks very much depend on the status of devices, surrogates
and tasks at the time of decision-making. Available memory
and storage spaces, current loads on mobile devices and
surrogates, and available battery lifetime of mobile devices
are important metrics for taking proper decisions. Current
network conditions that can change depending on location and
workload, or input size of the application, are another set of
effective metrics on offloading decision too.

The users’ physiological and mental states, goals, tasks,
actions, roles and preferences constitute the contextual proper-
ties [53] that affect the offloading decision too. For example,
a user can define expected application throughput, confiden-
tiality level of data and allowed latency. It is possible that
execution of a program on a surrogate requires the transfer of
confidential data to the surrogate. If data is highly confidential,
program should not be offloaded to the surrogate at all.
Another example is when several translator engines can be
used for translations [7] and some engines provide more
accuracy and fidelity, albeit consume more resources, energy,
and time. User can be free to select the best engine according
to the application and the importance of speed and accuracy.

IV. CYBER FORAGING SYSTEMS

In this section, we survey most credible researches and works
on cyber foraging. There are many researches on the cyber
foraging area, each focusing on different aspects of cyber
foraging to ameliorate resource poverty in mobile devices.

A. Spectra

Spectra [7], [54] is one of the first proposed cyber foraging
systems focused on reducing latency and energy consumption.
Spectra has added a feature called self-tuning to estimate
the resources needed to execute an application. It monitors
application behavior, measures resource consumption and uses
linear regression to model resource demand in terms of
application fidelity and input parameters for further prediction
of future resource demands. To estimate energy consumption,
Spectra does not separate energy rate of various statuses
of mobile device (i.e. idle, computing, and communicating).
It just monitors energy consumption of two states namely
local execution and remote execution. Therefore, when the
input data of a task changes, Spectras estimations become
inaccurate. Furthermore, to measure the energy consumption
of each task, Spectra monitors battery level before and after
execution. Therefore, if some tasks execute in parallel, Spectra
must throw away the monitored data increasing the required
time to reach a good estimation about energy consumption of
each task.

Developers must follow most of the cyber foraging steps
in Spectra manually significantly changing the code. Before
execution, application should call Spectra to determine exe-
cution location of each operation. Then application itself is
responsible for executing operations according to Spectra’s
proposed plan. Finally, when the operation is done, application
should notify Spectra. All of these commands should be
embedded in the application code by the developer. Therefore,
there is a need to modify application’s code entirely to use
Spectra. Furthermore, Spectra is only usable for applications
with pre-installed corresponding services on surrogates.
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Fig. 3. Architecture of Chroma [56]

B. Chroma

Chroma [6], [55], [56] tries to improve Spectra by reducing
the burden on developers. To do so, Chroma uses a new
concept called tactics that are meaningful ways of applica-
tion partitioning, specified by the programmer. Tactics differ
in application fidelity and the amount of used resources.
Upon running of the application, Chroma uses the brute-force
method to choose the best or near the best tactic.

On the other hand, user defines a utility function for every
task that describes the weight and importance of each factor
(i.e. CPU speed and energy) in decision making by Chroma.
To choose among tactics, Chroma uses a fixed utility function
with equal weights for fidelity and latency but ignores battery
lifetime. Therefore, a tactic is chosen that maximizes the rate
of fidelity/latency.

Chroma, like Spectra, uses a history-based approach to
predict future resource demands. The proposed mechanism
is initialized by offline logging and improves accuracy by
online monitoring and machine learning techniques at runtime.
Because the determination of resource availability takes time,
Spectra and Chroma use probably less up to date and accurate
cached results. Spectra and Chroma both assume that the
application is installed on the surrogates and there is no
need to send the application code. However, this assumption
decreases the flexibility and their approach does not work on
new surrogates and tasks.

Furthermore, Chroma exploits over-provisioned environ-
ments that are full of idle computing resources as follows:
(1) it sends a task execution request in parallel to several sur-
rogates and chooses the fastest response; (2) it splits operation
data and forwards each part to a different surrogate, wherein
the programmer specifies the method of data decomposition
and composition; (3) it sends the same task execution request
with different fidelities to different surrogates and picks the
result with the highest fidelity that satisfies the latency thresh-
old. Figure 3 shows Chroma’s architecture.

Service Discovery Server
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1- Service Discovery 
Request

2- Service 
Discovery Response

3- Service Start
Request

4- Virtual 
Server Start

5- Service Start 
Response

6- Sub Task Configuration
Request

Fig. 4. Control flow of Goyal and Carter’s system [42]

C. Goyal and Carter’s System

Goyal and Carter (GnC) [42] use the virtual machine technol-
ogy and present a cyber foraging system that needs Internet
connection to increase application performance and decrease
energy consumption. The system has a service discovery
server that allows all surrogates to register themselves using
an XML descriptor file. When a mobile device intends to use
the cyber foraging system, it sends a request to the service
discovery server and receives the IP address and port number
of an appropriate surrogate. Then the mobile device requests
a virtual server with specific resource guarantees.

If the surrogate can provide the mobile device’s resource
demand, it starts a virtual server and sends its IP address to
the mobile device. After this step that takes several minutes,
the mobile device ships only the URL of the program and a
shell script to the surrogate. This shell script is responsible
for downloading the real program over the Internet, installing,
and running it. Figure 4 shows the control flow of this system.

D. Slingshot

Slingshot [9] is a cyber foraging system based on the virtual
machines technology. In this system, the mobile device and
surrogates should be connected to the Internet. It assumes that
a reliable home server is always accessible via the Internet
and if there is no surrogate in the LAN, heavy tasks are
offloaded to the home server. It is obvious that higher latency
and lower bandwidth in the Internet slows task offloading to
the home server than to the nearby surrogates. Figure 5 shows
the network topology used by Slingshot.

Upon running of a heavy task, Slingshot sends the task
to the home server and all available surrogates. It uses the
fastest response, which is probably from one of the surrogates.
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In addition, Slingshot uses the home server’s reply to check
reliability of the results of available surrogates.

Slingshot presents a good solution for remote execution
control, but similar to the GnC’s system, does not examine
whether task offloading is beneficial in current situation or
not.

E. MAUI

MAUI [31] employs fine-grained offloading (i.e. methods of a
task) to reduce energy consumption of mobile devices. MAUI
supports programs written in managed code environments such
as Microsoft .Net CLR and Java. It provides a graph of
program’s methods and divides them into local and remote
groups to execute. Figure 6 shows a high-level view of the
MAUI’s architecture.

At the mobile device side, MAUI consists of three mod-
ules, (1) an interface to the decision unit residing in the

Client

Surrogate

Application

Scavenger
 Library
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Library

Mobile Code 
Execution 

Environment

Data 
Store

Scavenger
 Front-end

Presence 
Daemon

RPC/TCP UDP 
Broadcast

Fig. 7. High-level view of Scavenger’s architecture [46]

MAUI server side, (2) a proxy that is responsible to control
a candidate method for offloading, and (3) a profiler that
collects information about program’s energy and data transfer
requirements.

At the server side, MAUI consists of four modules whose
proxy and profiler modules are similar to their counterparts
in the mobile device. The solver provides the call graph
of the program and schedule methods, and the controller is
responsible for checking the available requests and to allocate
them adequate resources.

MAUI uses online profiling to draw a linear model of energy
consumption according to the used processing cycles of each
method. In addition, it uses a history-based approach to predict
the execution time of tasks. However, it does not consider the
effect of input size on execution time of tasks.

F. Scavenger

Scavenger [24], [46] is a cyber foraging system that focuses
on augmenting CPU power of mobile devices and decrease in
the latency of application’s response time. Scavenger presents
a dual adaptive history-based profiling approach to estimate
the execution time of application according to input size and
the architecture of execution location.

The Presence Library shown in Figure 7 is responsible for
surrogate discovery, and the Scavenger Library schedules tasks
and controls remote executions. At the surrogate side, there is
the Scavenger front-end that communicates with the mobile
device through some RPC entry points.

Scavenger first uses the Nbench benchmark suit to measure
a general performance score for mobile device and surrogates
and to get a rough estimation of the processing power of each
machine. Then, after real execution, it uses online profiling
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to improve the estimations of execution time. It considers the
effect of input size on execution time by keeping the records
of execution time of tasks for different input sizes in separate
buckets if their variations are higher than a certain percentage.

Every surrogate periodically sends its processing power
(PeerStrength) calculated by Nbench and the number
of its running tasks (PeerActivity) to the mobile device.
The surrogate’s current processing power is calculated by
PeerCurrentStrength = PeerStrength/(1 + PeerActivity).

Actually, Scavenger is the only system that considers the
CPU utilization effect. However, the PeerCurrentStrength fac-
tor cannot suitably represent the effect of CPU utilization and
workload because (1) all tasks do not utilize resources equally
also this factor ignores the effect of background processes
running on the operating system itself, (2) the execution
times of different tasks on each architecture are different
and the processing power of surrogates must be calculated
according to the tasks, which is not considered in this factor,
and (3) Scavenger, similar to other mentioned systems, does
not measure exactly the estimation factor and other required
information before task scheduling. Although such a strategy
reduces the scheduling time and decision making’s time, but
it decreases the precision and accuracy of the decisions.

G. Common Problems

Cyber foraging systems try to reduce the cost of running tasks
on mobile devices. Every cyber foraging system must therefore
have a good estimation of the costs of local execution and
remote execution of a task in order to decide whether to offload
the task to a surrogate or not.
All of the above-mentioned works use the online profiling
and history-based approach to predict such costs. Actually,
they monitor the cost of real execution of every task on every
location and use this information to estimate the costs of next
runs. Some researches [7], [31], [56] draw a linear model
of resource consumption (cost) according to the gathered
cyber foraging metrics and some others [46] use the average
of previous costs. Although such an approach requires no
prior knowledge about the environment and almost all cyber
foraging metrics are gathered automatically by the system, it
has some shortcomings.

Firstly, since all required information is measured according
to previous real executions, cost estimation based on profiles
of first runs is not precise. Scavenger uses the Nbench′s score
to improve first estimations, but this is not effective as we
discussed earlier. Secondly, to have a good estimation, some
systems [7], [46], [56] keep records of previously measured
information about the machine and the execution of tasks.
This information can fill up the storage of mobile devices.
Scavenger employs cache eviction policy to alleviate this
problem. Thirdly, when a task has a wide range of input values,
these systems cannot well consider the input data effects on
the execution cost estimation.

Although it seems that the current loads of machines affect
the cost, none of the mentioned systems considers this effect
on estimated cost, except Scavenger.

V. CYBER FORAGING TAXONOMY

Based on available information on existing cyber foraging
systems including those reviewed before in this paper, this
section presents our proposed cyber foraging taxonomy. We
have used the most important recurring features of cyber
foraging systems to categorize and propose this taxonomy.
Figure 8 shows the schema of the cyber foraging taxonomy
that is discussed in the following subsections. Also Table I
shows the place of the discussed cyber foraging systems in
each branch of taxonomy.

A. Offloading Type

Offloading can occur at the start-time, referred to as static
offloading, or at the run-time, referred to as dynamic of-
floading [11], [22]. In static offloading, the programmer or
a middleware partitions the program prior to execution (at
design or installation time). Therefore, at runtime, system
knows which parts of program should be offloaded. However,
due to the expanded diversity of surrogates and environments,
static offloading cannot guarantee to present the best parti-
tioning for all possible situations. Spectra and Chroma are
the most important works that do partitioning before program
execution.

In contrast, dynamic offloading starts to offload tasks when
one of the required resources is insufficient and partitions
the program according to the availability of resources at
runtime. This approach decides on offloading based on current
conditions and is therefore more flexible. It however creates
more overheads on the system relating to latency, profiling
and run-time decision making that can lead to unnecessary
offloading too. Gu et al. [14] and Ou et al. [47], [52] have
used dynamic offloading to improve some of the constraints
of mobile device.

To benefit from both static and dynamic advantages, Huerta-
Canepa and Lee et al. [22] have used a hybrid approach that
minimizes the side effects of profiling and waiting time. How-
ever, their choice does not work on all patterns and in some
cases local execution has better performance than offloading
using their proposed scheme. On the other hand, Murarasu and
Magedanz [11] have presented a middleware layer, between
services and programs, that support reconfiguration of services
and programs statically or dynamically and monitors resource
consumption and manages the offloading to remote services.
Every program executes by a service and there is no need to
partition a program.

B. Offloading Granularity

When the application is not available on the surrogate, in
addition to request (input data), there is a need to offload
related parts of the application to the surrogate too. Referring
to offloading granularity strategy, a cyber-foraging approach
can offload the partition(s) of a program (i.e. fine-grain) [6],
[7], [31], [47], [52], [56], or the whole program (i.e. coarse-
grain) [4], [11], [13], [46]

The first strategy is usually relied on programmers to
specify how to partition a program and how to adapt the par-
titions to the changing environment and network conditions.
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Fig. 8. Taxonomy of cyber foraging approaches

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF CYBER FORAGING SYSTEMS

Metric Spectra Chroma GnC’s System Slingshot MAUI Scavenger

Offloading Type Static Static Static Static Dynamic Dynamic

Offloading Granularity Fine-grained Fine-grained Coarse-grained Coarse-grained Fine-grained Coarse-grained

Parameter of Decision Energy/Latency Latency Energy/Performance Latency Energy Latency

Surrogate Type Stationary/Mobile Stationary/Mobile Stationary Stationary Stationary/Mobile Stationary

Parallel Offloading No Yes No Yes No No

Location of the Solver Mobile device Mobile device - - Stationary Server Mobile device

Remote Execution Aspect Pre-installed RPCs Pre-installed RPCs Virtual machines Virtual machines Mobile code Mobile code

O
ve

rh
ea

d Remote Execution Low Low Low Low Low Low

Initialization Low Low Low Low Low Low

Context Gathering High High High High High High

Support of Live Migration No No Yes Yes No No

Partitioning of an application can be done automatically by
a cyber foraging system [45] or it can be provided by the
programmer [7], [14], [31], [52], [56]. A fine-grain strategy
leads to large energy savings as only the parts that benefit from
remote executions are offload [31]. Fine-grain granularity is
suitable for highly mobile environment(s) [8], wherein mobile
devices move in the environment(s) and larger tasks increase
the probability of task completion failure due to surrogate
disconnection.

In systems with fine grain strategy, such as Spectra, Chroma
and MAUI, due to small size of parts and high communication
overheads, by taking a local view of each part, offloading does
not seem beneficial and the system wrongly decides to execute
all parts locally [31]. Therefore, the system should decide
for all parts together according to their relations. In Spectra
and Chroma, this duty is given to programmers to specify a
set of possible partitions along with their suitable execution

locations, which are called execution plans in Spectra and
tactics in Chroma.

However, some works, consider the relations between parts
to schedule available partitions and to create a graph-based
model. In these works, each vertex indicates a part and
each edge represents the communication cost between two
corresponding vertices. They schedule whole parts together in
a manner that parts with more communication stay together
in a location and minimize the total cost of task execution.
This graph model is usually an NP-Complete problem requir-
ing heuristic solutions. Although, it seems that graph-based
scheduling is optimal, but it is shown that scheduling the
application’s parts as isolated tasks could be more efficient, if
the location of input and output data of the tasks are considered
[23], [46].

Coarse-grain strategies use the migration of whole virtual
machines, processes or requests. This strategy reduces the
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programmer’s responsibilities because there is no need to
modify programs for remote execution and partition it. Except
for sending the request for service to surrogates that does
not need code migration, in contrast to fine-grain strategies,
the whole program state and code must be sent to a remote
execution environment. In addition, it does not need to con-
sume resources to solve a graph-based model of partitions.
On the other hand, due to the mobility nature of mobile
devices, which increases the disconnection possibility and the
urgency of connecting to a new surrogate and consequently re-
offloading of the whole program to another surrogate, coarse-
grain strategies seem to waste a lot of energy and time.
Furthermore, they increase the probability of leaving the area
in the coverage of surrogates before task completions [23],
[41].

C. Parameter of Decision

The goal of cyber foraging is to confront with resource
constraints of mobile devices. Therefore, available researches
have tried to augment some resources of mobile devices in
terms of effective metrics to achieve more efficient appli-
cation execution. The most important factors that offloading
approaches have considered are as follows:

• Energy Consumption. One of the most important con-
straints of mobile devices is energy consumption because
mobile device’s energy cannot be replenished by itself
[15]. Many researches [7], [21], [26], [31], [38] have con-
sidered energy consumption as a parameter for offloading
decision.

• Memory and Storage. Memory intensive applications
cannot usually run on mobile devices and they need to be
offloaded. Many researches [14], [52] have considered the
availability of memory and storage as another effective
parameter for offloading decision.

• Responsiveness. Offloading decreases execution time
when the processing power of mobile devices is con-
siderably lower than static computers. There are many
researches [6], [7], [23], [52], [56] that have considered
the response time and latency as a major parameter
affecting the offloading decision.

• I/O. Sometimes, the exploitation of more I/O devices
or the improvement of the quality of I/O are the main
reason for offloading, e.g. when displaying a movie on a
bigger screen, playing music on more powerful speakers,
and printing. Some researches [48], [57] have focused on
augmenting I/O as an effective parameter on offloading
decision.

D. Surrogate Type

We can further categorize cyber foraging approaches by their
surrogate type, whether they use static computers or mobile
devices. Generally, most cyber foraging approaches use static
computers as surrogates [4], [9], [42], [46] though there are
some works that use mobile surrogates too [5], [29], [58].

Although powerful stationary computers are considered as
suitable surrogates, considerations such as network topology,
user preferences, and the absence of idle static computers may
guide a cyber foraging system to choose a mobile surrogate

instead. In systems such as Spectra, Chroma and MAUI, the
mobile device could be potentially a surrogate, too. In current
implementation of Scavenger, the mobile device cannot play
the role of the surrogate, duo to some code incompatibilities.
The same limitation applies to GnC’s system as well as to
Slingshot because they use the virtualization technology.

Furthermore, in some cases cloud computers, instead of
nearby computers play the role of the surrogate. Usually, in
contrast to nearby surrogates, using cloud services is not free
and also increases response time and energy consumption of
mobile devices, due to longer distances and lower bandwidth.

E. Offloading Scale

Offloading scale is another feature that varies in different cyber
foraging approaches. In some cases, the cyber foraging system
selects only one surrogate from available surrogates to run
a task and then waits for the result [7], [21], but in some
other works [26], [41], [52] multiple surrogates are used as
the offload locations of a task or even the migration of a
task between surrogates [9]. A reason is to cope with the
mobility nature of mobile devices by increasing the availability
of surrogates in the range. In addition, parallel offloading to
multiple surrogates are used to increase the fault tolerance [50]
and enable the latency control [6], [47], [49], [52], [56].

F. Location of the Solver

Another parameter that branches out of our taxonomy tree of
cyber foraging approaches is the location of solver, the unit
that is responsible for offloading decisions.

Generally, every mobile device has the role of decision
maker and includes a solver, itself [7], [23], [26], [56].
However, in some works [29], [31], the solver is not located
on the mobile device. For example, MAUI creates a call graph
of application, so if the mobile device itself plays the role of
solver, the memory capacity may fill up. In addition, solving
this graph-based model takes time and energy and the mobile
device’s CPU may be 100% utilized. Therefore, there is no
choice except leaving the solver to a stationary computer.
Although locating the solver away from the mobile device
reduces computation cost, it imposes more communication
costs to the mobile device.

In GnC’s system as well as Slingshot there are no such
decision unit and it is supposed that task offloading and remote
execution are better than local execution in every situation.
However, in Slingshot the mobile device and the home server,
in cooperation, control remote execution, while GnC’s system
uses a stationary computer called the service discovery server
to find appropriate surrogates.

G. Remote Execution Aspect

Cyber foraging approaches have different assumptions and
strategies on remote execution of offloaded tasks. Cyber for-
aging approaches can thus be categorized in remote execution
respect by their assumptions for code and data availability,
and their employed strategies.
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1) Code Availability: Kristensen [12], [23] has categorized
the existing task execution approaches into three classes: pre-
installed RPCs [7], [11], [56], system virtual machines [4], [9],
[13], [42], and mobile codes [31], [46]. In the first approach,
the task is preinstall on a surrogate and is ready for service.
Therefore, the overhead of task execution is small, but it does
not work in unknown environments and new surrogates. In
contrast, usage of virtual machines increases the flexibility of
the system, and surrogates do not need to prepare in advance.
However, the overhead of initializing a compatible virtual
machine is high. The third approach has the advantage of
two previous approaches. If a surrogate does not have the
task already, the application code is migrated to the surrogate,
compiled, and installed in the surrogate. The overhead of this
approach is considerably lower than preparing or bootstrap-
ping the compatible virtual machine, while application code
size is far lower than a virtual machine and compile and
deployment time is far faster than bootstrapping or creating
a virtual machine. In addition, after the first installation of
the application, this approach works just like pre-installed
RPCs. However, it enforces the availability of the compatible
application code.

2) Data Availability: To execute a task, some related infor-
mation, such as input data, must be available in the execution
environment. Assumptions about data availability or strategies
for preparing any required data vary among the cyber foraging
approaches. The employed assumptions and strategies about
data availability fall into three groups. In the first group,
data is already available on the surrogate [24]. For example,
suppose two tasks A and B where the A’s output is the B’s
input. If a surrogate has executed task A, it has the B’s input
and it does not need data migration. In the second group,
information is transferred from a mobile device to a surrogate
[21], [26], [56]. In the third group, necessary information
is captured from an old surrogate [9]. This strategy can be
extended by fetching the required data from the Internet. It can
also be improved by using forecasting methods and context
information such as user’s location and diary to foresee the
next tasks or next available surrogates and prepare to transfer
essential information before starting to run the next task.

H. Live Migration Support

Support of live migration means if in the middle of remote task
execution, the connection between the mobile device and the
corresponding surrogate is disconnected, the cyber foraging
system could propose a mechanism to save the current state of
process and continue its execution in another location. Among
studied research, only those [4], [9], [11], [13], [42] using the
virtualization technology provide live migration.

I. System Overhead

Cyber foraging systems have their own overheads including:
(1) context gathering and scheduling, (2) initialization of
cyber foraging mechanism, and (3) remote execution. The
first part is attributed to the overheads of monitoring resource
availability, predicting resource demands, assessing costs and
making decisions on task execution location. GnC’s system
and Slingshot are the only cyber foraging systems that do

not have this overhead. The overhead of initializing the cyber
foraging mechanism refers to the cost of preparing each
surrogate to execute each task at the first time. Due to the
use of pre-installed RPCs in Spectra and Chroma, and mobile
code in MAUI and Scavenger, their initialization overhead
is low, in contrast to Slingshot and GnC’s system that have
high initialization overhead because of using the virtualization
technology. The remote execution overhead relates to the
overheads of running the task in the surrogate until delivering
the result to the mobile device in the next runs, excluding the
first and second above-mentioned overheads. This overhead is
almost low in all mentioned cyber foraging systems.

VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The ubiquity of mobile devices has allured many users to
benefit from their processing abilities too. However, mobile
devices are generally more resource constrained than static
computers for running complex and high computational ap-
plications. Given this background and line of thought, we
studied one of the most usable solutions called cyber foraging
to augment resource limitations of mobile devices and make
the mobile devices amenable for casual use as processing
devices too. Cyber foraging is offloading the whole program or
a part of it from mobile devices to the nearby static computers
(surrogate).

We studied and categorized the effective metrics influencing
cyber foraging approaches. In addition, we surveyed six well-
known and most credible existing cyber foraging systems
and presented our taxonomy of cyber foraging approaches
based on recurring features of most common and notable
related works on cyber foraging. We categorized our proposed
taxonomy based on offloading type that is either static or
dynamic, offloading granularity, the resource constraint that is
considered by approaches, surrogate type which can be static
or mobile, scalability of offloading, location of the solver,
availability of code and data on the surrogates, support of
live migration, and imposed overheads.

Cyber foraging is a good solution to supplement the re-
source impoverished of mobile devices, but it has its lim-
itations too. Firstly, some surrogates should be available
and eager to share their resources with others via wireless
networks. Secondly, there are several security issues in mobile
networks [59], [60] and cyber foraging may intensify security
and data confidentiality issues. Thirdly, cyber foraging is only
applicable to transferable tasks while there are some tasks that
are not transferable as discussed in Section II. In addition,
cyber foraging may not be beneficial to small tasks due to
relatively high communication overhead. Fourthly, although
several approaches for offloading applications from mobile
devices to static computers have been proposed in recent years,
cyber foraging systems have a long way to go to provide all
mentioned steps including surrogate discovery, context gath-
ering, partitioning, scheduling, and remote execution control,
and become deployable in real world. This becomes more on
sight if a strong development support is provided in a way that
even a novice programmer becomes capable to enable cyber
foraging support.

According to our survey and the issues raised in this paper,
three main areas in cyber foraging grant future research. First,
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to make a good decision about the execution location of each
task, it is important to have a good estimation of execution
cost on every location before real execution. Therefore, there
is a need to estimate the cost for local and remote executions
in a more precise and reliable manner, considering the effect
of input size of the task and the current load of machines (i.e.
the mobile device and available surrogates). As stated before,
available researches usually use history-based approaches to
predict the cost and cannot consider well the current load
and input data effects on the execution cost estimation. It
seems that the composition of these techniques and some pre-
knowledge about application structure and specifications can
improve the estimations.

The second challenge is context gathering. Current available
researches of cyber foraging gather context information and
cyber foraging metrics periodically, instead of just before
execution of task that contains the real and precise context
information. Periodic profiling removes the overhead of con-
text gathering just before executing the task and increases
the performance. However, it has two shortcomings: (1) it
decreases the accuracy of decisions that are based on historical
data and (2) if there is no demand to execute a task on the
mobile device for a long time, periodic context gathering
is useless and just burdens the system with unnecessary
overhead. A solution to this problem could be the mixture of
static and dynamic context gathering. All context information
is gathered at first time and only variable information is
updated just before real execution. This solution needs to
recognize variable information and find a way to gather them
quickly and precisely.

Offloading granularity is the third challenge that requires
further research. Coarse-grain offloading reduces the burden
off the programmers’ shoulders and reduces the overhead
of partitioning and scheduling. However, it is less akin to
newly envisaged real world applications running in highly
mobile environments. New approaches for coarse-grain and
fine-grain orchestrated offloading according to the nature and
specifications of the residing environment of mobile devices
and surrogates are required.
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